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Abstract: Dimitrie Brândză was born on October 10/22 in 1849 in the village Bivol

(nowadays Viişoara) of Dorohoi County. He was educated since early childhood in

the spirit of love for nature. In his instruction a major role has been played by
Vladimir Hansky, a polish emigrant in Bivol village, the first teacher of Dimitrie

Brândză. He did his secondary studies at laşi, having as mentor the renowned geologist

Grigore Cobălcescu. In 1866 he graduated the Faculty of Natural Sciences from

Paris, then in 1869, the Faculty of Medicine from Paris. In 1874 Dimitrie Brândză

was transferred from laşi to the University of Bucharest. In the same year, the Botanical

Garden was annexed to University and Dimitrie Brândză became its director.

Practically, he is considered its founder. Dimitrie Brândză built a Botanical Institute,

a greenhouse; he organized a Herbarium and a Botanical Museum. In 1879 Dimitrie

Brândză became member of Romanian Academy, then, between 1893-1895, he is

elected as vice-president of this institution. Dimitrie Brândză is the author of the first

synthetic works of Romanian botany: Prodromul Florei Române and Flora Dobrogei.
He published new taxa for the science (Paeonia romanica, Galium baillonii, Centaurea

jankae, Silène pontica) and for Romanian flora (Saxifraga huetiana). He also published
23 scientific papers and many popularising lectures. Recognizing his scientific

contributions, the botanists from our country and abroad have dedicated to him plant
species as Brandzeia filicifolia, Verbascum brandzae, Epilobium brandzae, Knautia

brandzae, Agropyron brandzae, Psilunia brandzae, Sapindus brandzae. Dimitrie

Brândză left this world on 3
rd

of August 1895, at only 46 years.

The beginnings of scientific research in the natural sciences domain, especially
botany, on the territory of Romanian Principalities (Moldova, Wallachia and

Transylvania) are several centuries old; the investigations were performed by a lot

of illustrious foreign scientists (Italians, Turks, Germans, Austrians, Hungarians
etc.) and to a lesser degree by autochthonous researchers. In recent years numerous

studies were started regarding the history of scientific research in botany on the

Romanian territory. There are still many facts unknown, which time will bring to

the light.

In Wallachia (Muntenia), organization and development of teaching and of

botanical scientific research is marked profoundly by the activity of the doctor and

professor Dimitrie Brândză.
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We dont want in any way to diminish the role played by dr. Carol Davila

(1828-1884) and his collaborators (Ulrich Hoffmann, Dimitrie Grecescu a.0.) as

organizers of High School research in natural sciences in Bucharest, but it must be

said that Dimitrie Brândză was the man who founded botanical high school teaching
and research at the University of Bucharest. He separated botany from zoology at

the chair for "Natural History"; he organised and developed botany as an independent
discipline at the Faculty of Sciences of the then young University of Bucharest (end
of the XIX

th

century). With an outstanding intellectual background, the result of

good education and instruction as a child and later on as a pupil, enhanced by a

worthy experience won when studying abroad (France), he succeeded, not without

difficulties, to lay the foundations of the first botanical institutions in Bucharest, and

to publish a work of perennial value, and all this at still young age.

Dimitrie Brândză is author of the first synthetic and critical works of Romanian

botany - "Prodromul Florei Române" and "Flora Dobrogei" (published post humously),
the first guidebook for the determination of plants in Romanian language. He has

likewise perfected the introduction of botanical terminology into Romanian language.
D. Brândză was born on October 10/22 in 1849 in the village Bivol (nowadays

Viişoara) of Dorohoi County. His father, Gheorghe Brândză, a Moldavian dignitary,
stemmed from an ancient Moldavian family, whose name was mentioned from the

times of Stephan the Great and Saint. From documents existing at the Romanian

Academy it results that a certain Brândză was at the time the second mayor of

Roman town. It is supposed that the family was originary from Brândză, a locality
of Bălţi county (Bassarabia).

His family was guided his instruction and education from early childhood,

beginning with walks in natural environments, led by his father, together with the

other two boys - Alexander and Constantin. In the formation and instruction of

Dimitrie a major role has been played by Vladimir Hansky, a polish emigrant in

Bivol village, the first teacher of D. Brândză. Afterward, as a pupil at laşi he had

as models and mentors the university professors Gr. Cobălceacu and Anastasie Fătu.

To his scientific training and perfectioning has contributed decisively professor

Henry Bâillon of Paris.

The passion of the study and knowledge of nature, especially of the world of

plants was aroused by excursions, tales and explanation given by his father and his

teacher, V. Hansky, becoming familiar for the first time with scientific names of plants.

Between 1853 and 1856 Hansky was abroad; when he returned, Dimitrie

reached the age of 9 years and fully benefited from his master s excellent lessons.

His teacher held him to take notice of the diversity of wild growing and cultivated

plants in the large park of Ştefăneşti - Botoşani and other regions of Moldova.

After becoming 10 years old, his was sent to laşi for entering the secondary

studies at the Academia Mihăileană. Initially he did not distinguish himself neither

as pupil, nor as future naturalist.

At this time at the University of laşi was nominated as titular professor the

young Grigore Cobălcescu (a renowned geologist and palaeontologist), who

influenced decisively the formation and orientation of many scholars towards the

study of biology (inel. Emil Racoviţă); this prompted the decision of D. Brândză to

dedicate himself to a career of naturalist and botanist.
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Still a pupil in the 6
th

form of secondary school he registers at Cobălcescu's

course of Natural Science. The lesson held by the professor fascinated him and he

developed a growing interest for practical exercises, attracting the attention of his

professor, who appreciating his outstanding talent encouraged and valued him during
his whole life.

The scholar D. Brândză stepped decidedly and seriously on the way of the

knowledge of biological diversity; he was interested passionately likewise in botany
and zoology, gathering plants and insects, observing birds and dissecting gatherings
to learn about their internal organisation.

After finishing secondary school, he made a bid for a scholarship abroad in

Natural History, stimulated by prof. Cobălcescu, but he was not admitted, having
not yet the age of 18 years.

This being the situation his father to fulfil his aspirations sold a part of his

property and sent him on his own account abroad for universitary training.
In 1864 Dimitrie Brândză goes to Paris where he matriculates at the Faculty

of Science as well as that of Medicine. After two years he became a licentiate of

Natural Science.

At this time (1866) the chair of Natural Science at the University of laşi was

divided into two separate chairs, one of Geology and Mineralogy, occupied by the

illustrious Gr. Cobălcescu, and another of Botany and Zoology, which declared vacant.

Returned to his homeland, at only 20
years of age, D. Brândză registers at the

competition for the vacant post and asks the commission to finish all three written

themes on the same single day! His counter-candidate was Dr. Buichiu, then heading

temporarily the chair. The examination was to be held in Bucharest, the commission

being composed of Alexe Marin, Em. Bacaloglu, D. Petrescu, C. Exarcu a. o. The

commission admitted the candidates wish, while his rival retired. At the oral practical
exercise D. Brândză wore a dress-coat as was usual in Paris at the Sorbonne. He

thus conferred much solemnity to his masterly lesson; he continued to behave so till

the end of his professoral career. With great modesty he said to his students: "Today,
after 20 years as professor, I present my

lesson with the same emotion as then, when

for the first time I took place at the chair".

Following the examination, won with highest marks and eulogy, the young
licentiate of Natural Science was nominated professor for Botany and Zoology at

the University of laşi.

After a year he went to Paris for finishing his medicinal training and

recommended as provisional professor his best friend, Dr. Mihail Burada, licentiate

of Natural Science. Three years later, in 1869, he earned the title of doctor medicinae

with a thesis of great scientific value on Gentianaceae, which brought him the

award of "Laureate of the Faculty of Medicine" to the honour of his people and

country. Significantly at Paris was founded before short time the association "Les

amis de Viişoara", with the purpose to help the youngsters of Viişoara in the domains

of culture and education. At this association take part personalities of France and

Romania (biologists, engineers, philologists etc.).

In about the same period at Paris Dimitries brother Constantin studied

engineering.

During these years of training at Paris D. Brândză built up strong relations

with his famous professor of Botany, H. Bâillon, who inspired him with still stronger
love for the study of plants, thus determining him to become a passionate botanist.
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In 1870 he returns for good to his homeland, this time as a physician. At laşi
he started to practice medicine being at the same time professor at the University.
He was nominated secondary physician at the hospital St. Spiridon, surgical

department led by Dr. Rus, and also districtual doctor and professor of hygiene at

the theological school "Socola", professor of Natural Sciences at Liceul Naţional of

laşi. All this changes were caused by an acute lack of physicians and professors at

laşi. Some colleagues suspected him to have too many duties and complained to the

Prime Minister, Lascăr Catargiu. The premier informed himself in laşi and learned

that Dr. Brândză fullfills all his duties scrupulously.

Along with all this charges, he performed consistently scientific activities. He

lectured in the University hall about "Currents in Botany", based on the lines of

"Bouillons School" and offered practical demonstrations. Among other things he

held a lecture on "Trichinosis", the disease appearing recently in Romania etc. He

wrote also a series of manuals for: Zoology, Botany, Geology, which were of great

help for the Romanian instruction at that time. 27 of his notebooks representing his

courses are deposited at the Library of Romanian Academy (22 treating botanical

systematics).

In the meantime he criss-crossed the plains of Moldova collecting material

for his future botanical work. He travelled in the field accompanied by his good

friend, Dr. Agapie in his two-wheeled cab. Being ever more fascinated by "Scientia

amabilis" D. Brândză abandoned gradually his other duties, as other
young men

appeared, able to take his place. In the last year of living at laşi he occupied only
the chair at the University and his job as professor at "Liceul Nou", founded by him

together with several members of a society.

At laşi he had narrow relations with Dr. Anastasie Fâtu, a great lover of

botany, who wrote a treatise of botany and created a botanical garden at "Râpa

Galbenă" in the quarter "Păcurari", used also by D. Brândză for his lessons.

During this same period the "Society of physicians and naturalists" of laşi

was holding his sessions in the cabinet of Natural History of the University. As a

member of the society since he was still a scholar, in 1872 D. Brândză was elected

custodian of the Society's museum; now he could study critically the plant collections

of "Flora Moldovei", gathered by I. Czihac, J. Szabo şi I. Edel, and utilise the

results of this study in his later work.

In 1873 the Society founds at laşi a second Botanical Garden, entrusting Dr.

Dimitrie Brândză with its organization around the residence of the Society; today

there is a small park in the courtyard of the Museum of Natural History, where exist

also two oak-trees, two poplars and a horse-chestnut, said to be planted by D. Brândză

In 1874 D. Brândză was transferred by Titu Maiorescu - then Minister of Cults

and Public Instruction - to the University of Bucharest, to occupy the similar chair of

Zoology and Botany at the Faculty of Sciences, this chair becoming vacant by the

retirement of prof. Dr. Constantin Exarcu. This circumstance determined him to

renounce to his medical practice and other preoccupations, and to dedicate his entire

capacity to organizing and developing the training and research in botanical science.

In the same year the authorities of Romania decided to extend the space

allotted to the princes park at Cotroceni, including the Botanical Garden of С
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Davila, which had to be moved to Bulevardul Academiei in front of the University
Palace. The garden was annexed to the University, as director being named the

professor of botany from the Faculty of Sciences. Thus Dr. D. Brândză became also

director of the Botanical Garden, being forced to mine it into an inadequate location,

with insufficient space and no perspectives of development. By repeated requests at

the Ministry of Public Instruction he succeeded to obtain the money necessary for

a "gardeners house" and for bringing from Paris of a "floricultural structure of iron"

(probably a warm-house) ceded later in to the mayor of Bucharest and moved to

Cişmigiu Garden. His endeavours to obtain an enlargement of the surface area were

fruitless, while the mayor's office decided to take a new part of the ground to install

a statue of Heliade-Rădulescu, and another surface for a statue of Gheorghe Lazar.

By his insistent endeavours he succeeded to convince the authorities of the

necessity to find an adequate location. The solution came however much later, when

Minister of Public Instruction and at the same time Minister of Agriculture was

P.S. Aurelian, who proposes the Council of Ministers that the State should cede to

the Ministry of Public Instruction the ground in "Cotroceni Valley" (the present site

of the Botanical Garden), with the purpose to create there a new Botanical Garden,

what became effective only by Royal Decree nr. 658 from 28 February 1884.

In the meantime D. Brândză in spite of his insistence and perseverance faced

besides success also numerous adverse events.

After the separation of botany from zoology in 1882, D. Brândză was

authorized by V. A. Ureche, then Minister if Public Instruction and Cults, to organize
a botanical section, separate and linked to the Museum of Natural History. The

location for this section, difficult to be found, was granted to him by the successor

of V. A. Ureche, the new minister P. S. Aurelian, in room 49, 2nd storey of the

University Palace. In short time he brought in the allotted hall (former residence of

the Romanian Geographic Society) all his collections from home, his rich library
and all laboratory utensils. He was informed that the money approved by the Ministry
for this section, had been spent by the section of zoology, so that he had to wait for

the next year. But, D. Brândză did not stop in his effort, continuing for his own

account and responsibility. He united all herbaria from Moldova and Wallachia,

gathered by Czihac, Szabo, Edel, U. Hoffman, as well as his own collections from

Romania and those sent from abroad. He succeeded to endow the laboratory with

the necessary equipment and, for the first time, organized for students practical
exercises of microscopy.

In the course of one year the botanical section became the most complete and

best-organized section of the Museum of Natural History.
When D. Brândză by his determination, energy and perseverance had

overwhelmed numerous and difficult obstacles of his dream, when everything went

well, then came the black day of Romanian science 24th of March 1884 when a

heavy fire broke out unexpectedly at the National Museum, reducing to ashes the

wealth of this young Botanical Museum, its organizer looking on with tears in eyes
and helpless.

D. Brândză, although deeply worried, did not disarm and without delay he

renewed links with all botanists who knew and appreciate him, succeeding by miracle

to remake the collections and to recreate in short time the museum.
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In a memoir addressed to the Ministry of Public Instructions, claiming the re-

creation of the botanical museum he wrote: "It seems that heavy misfortune may

have sometimes beneficial side. For, this great damage suffered by our national

culture, was the signal and the prelude of a new era in our country, an era of soaring

progress and of flourishing for the most useful and lovely of all sciences, the "scientio

amabilis" of Linnd".

Continuing his endless endeavours to appeal to the Romanian authorities, to

his friends at home and abroad, to similar institutions of foreign countries etc. he

succeeds to collect materials and to obtain funding from the part of several ministries,

the Romanian Academy, the Committee of University Students, by subscriptions
made under the auspices of the poet Vasile Alecsandri a.o.

Thanks to the esteem he enjoyed from several ministers - G. Chiţu (Ministry
of Public Instruction and Cults) and D. Sturza (Ministry of Foreign Affairs) and due

to the sympathy aroused by the catastrophe from 24 th March 1884, the Government

granted the amount of money needed of expropriations in view of starting to create

a new Botanical Garden.

At his suggestion the minister D. Sturza agrees to choose as a model the

Botanical Garden and Botanical Institute of Liege, at that time the best and the most

complete of Europe. Therefore D. BRÂNDZÂ was sent to Liege to get the necessary

projects (May, 1885).

With the support of professors and other experts he informed himself and

obtained the projects of the buildings, conceived by Jules Bernimolin (Liege) and

those of the Botanical Garden, due to L. Fuchs (Bruxelles).

The work, directed by D. Brândză, started in the same year 1885, enjoying
the valorous support of ministers D. Sturza and T. Maiorescu. The sums needed for

the construction of the Botanical Institute were voted for in 1888, while the

construction itself begun in 1889 by the enterprise of Sicard, under the leadership

of architect L. Blanc (who adapted the plans after indications by Dimitrie Brândză).

The monumental building was finished in 1891. The botanical section of the

Museum of Natural History is united now with the Botanical Garden under one

direction under the name of "Botanical Institute". The moving of collections and of

the library, as well as their ordering took a lot of time, so that the inaugural lecture

of botany could be held only on February the 2
nd

1892.

The excitement caused by all these events, since his arrival in Bucharest, did

not remain without trouble. At the end of November 1892, stricken by a heart

disease, aggravated in time, he was obliged to interrupt his original and masterly

botanical lessons, taking a leave of absence for medical reasons.

In the spring of 1895 he went to Paris, where doctors recommended him to

repose for a while at Versailles; there he lined quietly in the company of his wife

Natalie.

During his séjour abroad, on May 7th 1895 at 16:00 oclock King Carol and

Queen Elisabeth, accompanied by Tache lonescu (then Minister of Public Instruction

and Cults) paid a visit to the Botanical Institute. Their majesties were enchanted

over what they had seen. On the other day D. Brândză was informed in detail about

the high visit.
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Ending the cure prescribed by doctors, D. Brândză returns to Bucharest. After

several days he renders to Sinaia, on audience to the Royal Pair, to express his

thanks for the favour accorded to the Botanical Institute.

Satisfied with the visit paid and the effort done at the Botanical Institute by

Dr. Brândză, the King wished to confer him an order. Modest and correct as he was,

he said to his Majesty that he himself and his scientific personnel have not done

anything special besides their duty. He thinks there is no need of an award and asks

him Majesty not do confer an order to anybody.

After staying for several days at Bucharest, when he gave directions for the

continuation of work at the Institute, he traveled to Slănicul Moldovei, where he

established himself in his modest, but coquette villa, to carry on the quiet style of

life prescribed by his doctors.

At August 3rd
,

1895 Dr. Dimitrie Brândză, the great scientist, professor and

indefatigable botanist, left this world, which he had loved so much, in that corner

of the country, where he had discovered some years before and extremely rare plant

Saxifraga huetiana Boiss., known till then only from Transcaucasia; nowadays the

plant has changed its statute.

To torch, which luminated powerful the Romanian botany was extinguished

prematurely because it burnt too intensively.

From the preceding pages result - very summarily - a series of aspects of the

main stages of the great botanists life. We referred especially to his formation

beginning from childhood, adolescence etc., to his organizing activity and to some

extent to his scientific and didactic activities.

In the following we will put stress on his performances and the appreciations

of contemporaries regarding his activities.

We remind that at the age of 20 years he finished the Faculty of National

Sciences, and at 23 years of age the Medical Faculty, winning the title of doctor

medicinae for his thesis "Histoire botanique et thérapeutique des Gentianacées

employées en medicine"

Still a scholar he became member of the "Society of physicians and naturalist"

of laşi (society founded by dr. I. Czihac in 183..), where he participated zealously.
As professor at laşi and afterwards at Bucharest, he published valuable works

of didactic and scientific character. He published also for the secondary schools

manuals of botany, zoology etc.

In his scientific activity, for which he was gifted and passionate, he gave

valuable work of reference, although time was scarce.

He published 23 original papers, written in a clear and concise style.
As untiring researcher and excellent observer he produced studies about

cormophytes, treating aspects of floristic, systematic, morphology, anatomy,

teratology, geobotany, ethnobotany, terminology, history of botany, conservation of

nature, popularising of science etc.

He published new taxa for science and for the territory of Romania. Many of

them are nowadays synonymised or have their taxonomical rank changed. Let us

mention some of them:
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• Paeonia romanica Brândză - now Paeonia peregrina var. romanica

• Galium baillonii Brândză - now Galium valantioides var. baillonii

• Ceniaurea jankae Brândză

• Silène pontica Brândză (confirmed later also caryologically by A. Vlădescu

- 2n=4B, a tetraploid)

He reviewed:

• the genus Orobus, delimiting precisely the species Lathyrus aureus (Stev.)

Brândză.

• the variety Carduus candicans Waldst. & Kit. var. obscurus Brândză

• the form Centaurea spinulosa Rochel f. albiflora Brândză a. о.

Dimitrie Brândză published new plants for Romania as:

Saxifraga huetiana Boiss., from Slănic Moldova (the present status of this

species is S. cymbalaria L. syn. S. huetiana auct. non Boiss. etc.)

General scientists dedicated to him taxa discovered as new for science. We

stress as highly significant the fact that his former professor Henry Bâillon dedicated

to him a new genus, Brandzeia - with sp. filicifolia Bâillon in appreciation of his

pupil, who was then only 23 years of age. This woody species is native on Madagascar

Island and was published by the journal "Adansonia" 1869. This species has been

included into Engler-Prantl "Die natürlichen Pflanzenfamilien" (1894), J. К. Willis

"A Dictionary of the Flowering Plants and Ferns", Cambridge (1966) etc.

A. Franchet dedicated to him a new species Verbascum brandzae (later

considered by Murbeck as subspecies brandzae to V. glabratum Friv

Florian Porcius dedicated to him:

Epilobium brandzae (syn. E. alsinifolium Vill.)

Knautia brandzae (syn. K. sylvatica (L.) Duby f. brandzae Porcius (presently

sylvatica = K. dispsacifolia).

Z. Panţu and T. Solacolu dedicated to him Agropyron brandzae; Tr. Săvulescu

dedicated to him a fossil clam Psilunia brandzae. A.F. Marion & L. Laurent

(paleontologists) dedicated to him the fossil species Sapindus brandzae, and many

more.

Dimitrie Brândză delivered numerous popularizing lectures (about medicinal

plants, the utilization of internal resources and renunciation of import from abroad,

about the necessity to protect nature, conservation of forests and other types of

natural vegetation; he wrote also on parasitology, entomology etc.

With regard to classification of plants he preferred natural, phylogenetic

systems, approaching present conceptions. In his floristic investigations and those of

vegetation he attributed more weight to ecologic and geographic criteria for a

classification of vegetation.

In 1879, at the age of 33 years, he was elected active member of the Romanian

Academy. Between 1893 and 1895 (the year of his death) he has been vice-president

of the Academy. He has been also member of the "Linnean Society" of France a.o.

In his work "The beginnings of science in Romania - Botany" (1943) Tr.

Săvulescu said about D. Brândză "Man of integrity..., not impeded by material interest,

not torn by passion or enmity, he did not change the "box of Flora" for the "box of

Pandora", victorious over people and adversity he succeeded built the real 5ch001..."
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By these few words the Romanian savant Tr. Săvulescu names the principal
traits of this man, who had been the great botanist D. Brândză.

By this masterly lectures and his scientific activity he formed prominent

successors: M. Vlădescu at Bucharest, Al. Popovici at laşi, former assistants of him,

Z. Panţu, S. Şt. Radian, Andrei Popovici Bâsnoşeanu, Licherdopol and many other

teachers of secondary schools.


